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SUMMARY
Self-motivated worker with exceptional leadership and organizational skills.  Known for ability to 
effectively manage and prioritize multiple responsibilities, achieve goals, and accomplish objectives 
in a safe and timely manner.  Resolves problems through experience or research skills.  Skills include 
key values of teamwork, growth, and continuous improvement.  Employee known to be on time, 
rarely absent, and to adapt and learn all positions of an operation. Key abilities include:

Adaptable
Training peers

           Data management
        Establishing priorities

       Setting standards
          Planning and Development

        Inventory Control
         Troubleshooting

          Repair
           Dependable

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

                                                                                                                                                 2008 - Current

    CH2MHILL/Operations Management Inc. - Denver, Colorado
    CH2M HILL has been a global leader in full-service engineering, procurement, construction, man-
agement, and operations, and our staff works on some of the most challenging and                 inspiring 
projects — all across the globe.
   
  Enviornmental Management
   Oversee activities at Construction Sites, Chemical Sites, Landfills, and WasteWater Treatment locations 
in various locations throughout the Southeastern United States. 
  
Supervised many Sites contributing to Enviornmental Cleanup of Streams, Land, and Air.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dow Reichhold – Chickamauga, GA 1991 – 2008
A global, industry leader in the manufacture of specialty latex.  A joint venture of the Dow Chemical 
Company and Reichhold, Inc. with headquarters in Triangle Park, N.C. 

Chemical Waste Water Treatment Operator             2006 – 2008



Control Waste Treatment process and oversee activities of the area to efficiently achieve goals and meet 
required State regulations.  Pull necessary samples and analyze for state reporting requirements. Respon-
sible for interpreting charts, graphs, and process needs.

 Resolved issues at our Wastewater Facility eliminating the need of hauling water offsite for treat-
ment. This saved our company thousands of dollars.

      Established schedule to maintain proper equipment function
      Recorded accurate documentation manually and by  computer to report water discharged to creek and 

to measure the progress of the facility.
      Controlled Waste Treatment process and directed routine activities and schedules of cleaning equip-

ment as necessary.
      Performed jar tests to determine waste water needs to effectively run the operation and limit bottle-

necks.
      Accurately measured chemicals to save the company money and loss of product.
      Conducted daily inventory, recorded correct raw material levels, and reported any problems.
      Worked independently and efficiently to streamline the process.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE continued

Dow Reichhold continued
  Chemical Operator              1993 – 1999 and 2003 – 2006

Monitored and operated all equipment and processes to produce variety of base latex's according to 
specifications
Facilitated charging process through reactors, including pre-weighing materials, monitoring reactors and 

ensuring charges are completed and accurate according to specifications; transferred batches among 
reactors to ensure seamless process.

Made solutions needed for all phases of production and stabilized reactors for optimal performance.
Assisted chemical stripper operator as needed to prevent process back up; maintained documentation of 

sample results.
Unloaded railcars and raw materials from tank trucks, accounting for and documenting shipment  inven-

tory, and collecting spot samples to send to lab.
 

   

Shift Maintenance Mechanic                                                                                          1999-2003

Responded to calls from other co-workers about equipment failure and provided support in supplying 
necessary parts and supplies from the shop area in addition to equipment repair
Reset breakers as needed and made effort to resolve the problem.
Rebuilt air pumps and replaced hoses and fittings.
Scheduled with supervisor all down time associated with production.
Repaired items as fast as possible to reduce downtime and streamline production.

Shipping Compounding operator                                                                                   1991-1993

 Responsible for compounding in process material into finished product for shipment to customers and know-
ing the process of truck loading, filtering and inventory control
Made compounds following a recipe to correct specifications.
Weighed chemicals to assure accuracy.



Followed instructions carefully to make the customer happy.
Loaded Tanker Trucks with liquid emulsion.
Filtered final product and pumped to storage maintaining correct level in tanks.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE continued

Municipal Court Judge – Lafayette, GA 2006 – 2008

Sole Municipal Judge
 

Oversee court proceedings while directing staff to insure an orderly court.
Maintain the court docket verifying accuracy to eliminate mistakes.
Record accurate documentation manually and by computer to report to the state.
Direct routine activities and provide support for defendants and prosecutors.
Schedule out of town training courses and keep records of expenses.
Make important decisions that affect the lives of other people.
Communicate with the public extensively in person, on the phone, and in large groups.

Astro Mills – Lafayette, GA 1988 – 1991

Astro Mills specialized in heat set woven and spun yarn.  The company was known for their ability to pro-
vide a quality product at an affordable price without sacrificing value.
Maintenance Mechanic / Security Guard 
Responsible for maintaining and repairing equipment while making every effort to rebuild parts and service 
machinery creating a schedule to reduce malfunctions and breakdowns. 

Established schedule for preventive maintenance.
Replaced parts on a time schedule to reduce unexpected failures.
Ordered parts, tools, and kept an accurate inventory. 
Reset breakers and replaced blown fuses on non-working equipment.
Was available on call for fast response in case needed.
Also served as the Guard at this location. 

Color Strand, Lafayette, GA 1987 – 1988

Color Strand manufactured died knitted yarn. Yarn was knitted, dyed, and then separated back onto spools 
for customers. This was all done by a process similar to an assembly line. The product started at one end 
and by the time it reached the other, it was time to wind onto cones. My work time there was minimal as I 
was in High School but the experience was unique.
Dryer Operator 

Responsible for operating dryers that heat set yarn. 
Performed quality control to make sure the product met specifications.
Delivered the final product to winding personnel keeping up with customer lot numbers.  
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT



Municipal Court Judges Council Member - Georgia
 Certified Municipal Court Judge 

Pharmacology of Drugs Certification- U.G.A.
40 hr class at Georgia Fire Academy

C.P.R Training w/A.E.D. response
Hazmat Technician Level Response – 20yrs

Licensed Forklift Operator
Licensed Squeeze lift Operator

Basic Auto Mechanic
Licensed Amateur Radio Operator

N.O.A.A. Sky warn spotter
Excavator Operator

Bobcat Operator
Demolition Site Manager

Enviornmental Management Site Leader
GroundWater Treatment Technician

WasteWater Treatment Operator

EDUCATION 

Continuing Judicial Education, University of Georgia
Lafayette High School, Lafayette, GA

Defensive Driving-Walker Technical Institute
40-Hour Hazardous Waste

8-Hour Hazardous Waste Refresher Training
AED Training 2 year

Arsenic Training
Asbestos Awareness

Awareness Training; Environmental
Behavior Based Loss Prevention

Benzene Training
Bloodborne Pathogens

Cadmium Training
Chromium (VI) Exposure Training

Dangerous Goods Shipping
Electrical Safety Awareness Training

Ergonomics Awareness Training
Excavation Safety Training

Fall Protection Training
Field Awareness Safety Training

Fire Extinguishers Training
Hand Safety Training

Hazard Communication Training
Initial Safety Coordinator Course

Ionizing Radiation Training
Lead Exposure Training

Lockout/Tagout Training
Manual Lifting Training

Medical Services First Aid 2yr
Methylene Chloride Training

Roles Resp, Working Together as a Team Training
 Little Ways to get in Big Trouble Training



NFPA 70E Risk Cat 2 (Limited) Qualified Person Training
Noise Exposure Training

Non-ionizing Radiation Training
Personal Protective Equipment Training

Radiofrequency Radiation Training
Safe Behavior Observation Training

Waste Management

MISC

In addition to my career at Dow Reichhold Specialty Latex, the Chemical Plant 
announced its closure in June of 2008. This was due to business conditions associ-
ated with the 2008 Recession, as well as other issue's. At that time, Volunteers were 
sought to remain at the facility for demolition services. Several employees volun-
teered, but only a few stayed. I am one of the volunteers that remained and helped 
bring the business to an orderly close. In March of 2009, I was hired by 
CH2MHILL to liquidate the assets, and demolition the site I had worked at for 17 
years. With the help of my good friend Leon Lewis, We managed to complete the 
demolition with no injuries, no fines, and a very satisfied client. 


